Redundancy and Attention in Convolutional LSTM for Gesture Recognition.
Convolutional long short-term memory (ConvLSTM) networks have been widely used for action/gesture recognition, and different attention mechanisms have also been embedded into ConvLSTM networks. This paper explores the redundancy of spatial convolutions and the effects of the attention mechanism in ConvLSTM, based on our previous gesture recognition architectures that combine the 3-D convolutional neural network (CNN) and ConvLSTM. Depthwise separable, group, and shuffle convolutions are used to replace the convolutional structures in ConvLSTM for the redundancy analysis. In addition, four ConvLSTM variants are derived for attention analysis: 1) by removing the convolutional structures of the three gates in ConvLSTM; 2) by applying the attention mechanism on the ConvLSTM input; and 3) by reconstructing the input and 4) output gates with the modified channelwise attention mechanism. Evaluation results demonstrate that the spatial convolutions in the three gates scarcely contribute to the spatiotemporal feature fusion and that the attention mechanisms embedded into the input and output gates cannot improve the feature fusion. In other words, ConvLSTM mainly contributes to the temporal fusion along with the recurrent steps to learn long-term spatiotemporal features when taking spatial or spatiotemporal features as input. A new LSTM variant is derived on this basis in which the convolutional structures are embedded only into the input-to-state transition of LSTM. The code of the LSTM variants is publicly available.\footnotehttps://github.com/GuangmingZhu/ConvLSTMForGR.